












How Americans feel towards 

Facebook after Cambridge 

Analytica scandal   



28% never trusted Facebook  

 

17% deleted the Facebook app from their phone over privacy concerns. 

 

35% use Facebook less than they used to over the privacy issue. 

 

9% deleted their Facebook account altogether. 

 

39% “very aware” and 37% “somewhat aware” of the Cambridge Analytica 
scandal. 

 

Source: Techpinions (sample:1000) 





US Academy Awards ratings  
 
 
 
2017: 32.9 million viewers -4.4 % vs LY 
worst viewership ever 
 
 



US Academy Awards ratings  
 
 
 
2018: 26.5 million viewers -20 % vs LY  
worst viewership ever 





X Factor UK ratings 

2010: biggest show on British TV 

              a peak audience of almost 19 million viewers tuned in to watch    

              more than half the entire audience watching TV across the UK  

 

2017: lowest ratings in the show’s history with less than 5 million viewers 

 





 

Millennials + Teenagers watch 13% less traditional TV year over year 

 

87 % of millennials are never without their smartphone  

 

92 % of millennials browse on other devices while watching TV programs 

(source: Tubular Insights, US) 



Worldwide  

2.13 billion monthly active FB users  

(+14%, Dec 2017 Source: Facebook) 

 

Daily active users 

1.40 billion (+14%, Dec 2017 Source: Facebook) 

 

Europe 

307 million people (Source: Search Engine Journal)  

 

50% of 18-24 year-olds go on Facebook when they wake up. (Source: The Social Skinny) 

 

 

 

 







US Digital spent mix 

Social media +36% ($22 bn) 

 

Display + 23% ($27 bn) 

 

Search + 17,5% ($40 bn) 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 UK media mix 

• Growth in social media ad spend will rocket 40%, some £1.3bn, 
between 2018 and 2020 from £3.29bn to £4.59bn  

 

 

• By 2020, social media advertising will have passed traditional TV 
advertising by about £500m – £4.59bn compared to £4.04bn, it 
forecast.  
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gregorys/Bagel_23_main_041818.mp4
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• aperol 

gregorys/APEROL_ERMIS_18_FINAL.mov






Our principle is simple 





• Duo love academy 

gregorys/DUO LOVE ACADEMY_FINAL.mp4


THANK YOU! 

 


